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About This Game

Code Name: Origin is a top down action adventure inspired by the classics in the 80's and 90's. You’re dispatched alone with a
laser shotgun and the wits to uncover what transpired just days before you arrive. To survive you will unlock new weapons such
as the missile launcher and armor upgrades as the speed boost to increase your mobility. Beat area bosses by uncovering their

pattern and begin unleashing a volley of bullets to unlock new levels. Traverse to different worlds across space to decipher
puzzles to throw you further into the events that lead you here.

You received a distress signal from a Deep Space Federation Frigate. You turn on your ships onscreen view where you are
immediately called to action. It has been 48 hours since last contact. All that is shared to you is the coordinates within the

federation boarder and to initiate Code Name: Origin.

Do you have what it takes to initiate Code Name: Origin?
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As it is I can't recommend it.

This will probably change as the game progresses.

This game has issues... beginning with the tutorial.
In the first mission I managed to put the two parts right next to each other ... only one block apart ... too bad that they are bigger
than one block .... and so they generated phantom forces making the ship spin out of control.

Yeah it is bad in a tutorial* ... but in the real game is devastating.

*= which has also the issue that it only shows the buttons that you are allowed to use instead of graying them out. That lead (in
my case) to a total confusing start in the real game.

Same in the 2nd tutorial ... it is a bit awkward to be shown rockets on the side and later not to know that isn't possible ... and the
unlink function is disabled (aka. completely missing).

There is also the issue of the camera angle ... everything in this game with this gameplay screams "I am meant to play top down"
but the camera won't let you (probably a objection from the artist: "but think about all those great 3D models") ... leaving your
ship in the way all the time.

The other not great thing is that ship parts towed by your crew can be towed through your ship ... which should be changed in
later versions so that is moved under or above your ship. ... That shouldn't be too hard.

The game ends up starting throwing you unprepared in middle of literally one million things from what are more than enough
enemies.

The circumstance that you have to do one million things and that there is no way to slow it down seems to me as preperation for
making it multiplayer. But multiplayer can lead to all sorts of problems in this kind of game.

So what I am missing is a third part of the tutorial in which is everything present, but no enemies ... so that you really can learn
how to build and how to use the UI.

Or at least an easy mode for the game ... a "slow" start (in which you won't encounter enemies for at least a while after starting
the game) would also do.

. While I did finish the story mode of Escape Rosecliff Island completely, and did have a fair amount of fun with the concept of
searching for objects hidden where you'd expect them least, the game very, very quickly became very redundant.

In my opinion, searching for 80 objects in one level (the highest amount you'll have to find) is just too much. There's 25 levels,
and on average, you'll have to go through 4 or 5 different places to look for objects.

One small highlight, however, was the finding of all 50 locks, which would then permit to play the bonus games, as well as
looking for all the objects in every of the 25 pictures. With well over 2000 objects to find, it will definitely take some time - and
I took this time to find all of them without taking hints.

Still, I wouldn't really recommend this game, unless you have great patience and tolerance for redundant gameplay and repetitive
actions. I purchased this game in a bundle of Popcap games, which in my opinion is the only way you should get a hold of a
copy of this game.. I was excited to get this game on Steam as I had an older version of this game many years ago and was
looking forward to an updated version. Sadly, it would not install properly, hanging up in installation. I gave up and went to bed
while it was frozen on a screen, resulting in nine hours of 'play time' making it ineligible for a refund. The support site is non
existent and the forums do not address this flaw. What was once a fascinating strategy game has turned into a complex of
malfunctioning code. Don't waste your time or money.. Wx78 Looks like groot, I love it.  What is Risen 3 - Fog Island?
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A downloadable content (DLC) for the game Risen 3 - Titan Lords, a Role-Playing game by Piranha Bytes.

 Did you like it?

Yes, I did.

 Why should I buy it?

The DLC gives you a new side story with new characters and enemies. There also is an additional island to explore.

 Are there any flaws?

I didn't notice any flaws.. recommend by the full price if u don't afraid of pixels and death
comparing with broforce as seen in other reviews not correct, only first level feels the same - the rest of the game u
won't shoot as hell
i like alll the bosses, u can't destroy them just firing your guns, there are patterns and weak places you should discover
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I have become a huge fan of all spookysquid games mainly because the ammount of effort, detail and love put into their games.
So many funny moments and great art with hilarious punny dialogue. As the game progresses, so does the difficulty and the fun!
Very original and entertaining concept for a game. Triple A quality indie here, i hope you will try it and enjoy it as much as i
have!. Not a terrible game, but really could use some changes.

The bullets have travel time, drop off, and even wind to change their trajectory! That's quite impressive! It feels GOOD to
carefully aim a shot, and pick off your target at an insane distance. The physics is certainly a amazing part of this game.

On the downside, the guns feel wrong to me. Placing both hands on the gun causes the scope to jump to somewhere in my
prefrontal cortex. A real shame, as it does stabalize the gun quite a bit, and would really help with aiming!

The act of having to walk outside, pick up a gun, pick up a scope, attach the scope, walk back inside, and then finally shoot the
miniature inside to start a misson is tedius and annoying. While this could be great to replay a mision, showing where the whole
story fits together in hindsight, it's annoying the first time though. Even just having a larger doorway so I could shoot the
miniature from a distance (like a sniper) would make it more fluid.

On the topic of missions, they are varied and unique. Each seems to throw some new challanges at you, and make you work
towards the goal. Really, the missions are great. The pre-mission briefing is not great. The large wall of images and text is the
sort of thing I'd expect from a game like this, and even looks great, but the 3D model of the scene on a table infront of you is a
very nice tough. Don't just imagine it, or go in cold turkey, but REALLY take a second to look it over! Now if it was remotely
acurate to the actual mission it'd be perfect.

Almost feeling like a "the plan never survives first contact" sort of thing, the 3D model is the only real information we have and
it's often totally wrong. Two snipers up here, but there is really only one. Guards in this area, but also three other areas we
haven't marked! It's frustrating and really ends up with the "try it, mess up, improve plan" method that would be there without it.

Also, the goals and progress of a mission can't be tracked during it. There's 16 targets in this mission, and I hope you were
keeping count. In the middle of the intest fire fight. With bullets flying past your head. (Also a nice touch.) This could be as
simple as a progress meter, or a x\/x targets left.

A few changes could make this game go from OK to epic rather quickly, but it just isn't there yet. If you can stand the
occasional frustration, it's certainly worth playing.. This is the 3rd part of the Mysterious series. Similar to how Atelier Sophie
was, it was an entertaining and relaxing experience.

For the better or the worse, certain mechanics have changed or were added. You can now assign another character to support
characters that you are using in your party. Those supports will be helping the character they are assigned to in battle by using
follow-up skills that are triggered under certain conditions. In this game, leveling your Alchemy doesn't simply let you
synthesize higher item level items. It also gives you more base max effect levels while synthesizing items and lets you transfer
more traits without the need to use specific catalysts that you would need to use otherwise. Other than that, the game is very
similar to the previous games, without Atelier Firis' open world, and also lacks of english voice overs that previous games had.

There was only one thing that bothered me and it was all the animations and follow-up attacks that happens during combat. The
further you get into the game, the more follow-up skills and combination arts you unlock, the longer it takes you to get through
their animations. Beside that, it was an enjoyable experience.. Very good mod! and even if it's still not complete (only brittish
and germans exist), it's amazing and it will be even more awesome when the french (and even later the austro-hungarians) are
added :D. Worst Game Ever!!!. 9/10 This game is really fun. kind of buggy though. you have to mess around with who is going
to invite who for multiplayer and it often crashes or glitches when starting up a game but once you get it it runs fine for the rest
of the time you play. other than that, fun strategy, cool graphics and art and a wonderful way to release pent up anger at life by
toppling towers and collapsing tunnels. Make sure you have some friends to play with the single player is kinda boring but
multiplayer is really fun.. It takes a very special set of skills to screw up a HOG.. Really enjoyed Party Pack 3, but this version
was no fun at all. Maybe it appeals to an American audience. Played for an hour and requested a refund.. This game is
awesome!

I do have one question. Do SSGSS Goku and Vegeta come with this?
They havent been activated for me since I bought this
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